Summer Learning Week Sample Social Media Language

Summer is more important than ever. Celebrate #SummerLearningWeek July 12th - 16th and ensure kids have access to enriching academic and social emotional activities during the summer. Register your event at: summerlearning.org/post-an-event/ [Accompanying graphic]

The pandemic amplified the opportunity gaps faced by many families, but #summerlearning programs have been providing caring mentors, healthy meals, and opportunities for physical activity so all kids can thrive. Celebrate these programs during #SummerLearningWeek! [Accompanying graphic]

#Afterschool and #summerlearning programs are proven to help students make gains in math and reading. Summer learning programs make sure kids have access to the opportunities they need to have academic success. #SummerLearningWeek [Accompanying graphic]

The pandemic has caused kids to lose instructional time & suffer anxiety, stress & increasing social isolation. Summer programs can provide rich experiences & opportunities to interact with peers and caring adults to turn this summer into a #summerofrecovery. #SummerLearningWeek [Accompanying graphic]

Kids have lost instructional time due to the pandemic. Schools and #summerlearning programs can work together to provide kids with a #summerofrecovery that takes care of their academic and social emotional needs. #SummerLearningWeek [Accompanying graphic]

Schools, community organizations, and #summerlearning programs have come together this summer to provide much needed supports for families and make this a #summerofrecovery. Let’s celebrate these partnerships this #SummerLearningWeek!

Summer learning programs keep Georgia’s youth safe, healthy, and provide rich experiences & opportunities to re-engage, reconnect, and recover. That’s why I support #SummerLearningWeek [Accompanying graphic 1, Accompanying graphic 2]

Demand for summer programs is high in GA. 46% of GA families reported that they have at least one child enrolled in a summer program, while 53% of families would enroll their child in a program if one were available. #SummerLearningWeek [Accompanying graphic]

93% of Georgia parents report being satisfied with their child’s structured summer experience. Show your support for summer programs by celebrating #SummerLearningWeek July 12th - 16th. [Accompanying graphic]

Summer participation has increased with 436,819 Georgia children participating in a structured summer experience but there is still unmet demand: nearly 427,000 more children would have been enrolled in a program if one were available to them. #SummerLearningWeek

88% of GA parents support public funding for summer learning programs. Learn more about summer learning programs in GA: https://bit.ly/3xl8Ywo #SummerLearningWeek [Accompanying graphic]

Support for summer learning programs in Georgia is strong across the political spectrum. ALL kids need access to #summerlearning opportunities to thrive. #SummerLearningWeek [Accompanying graphic]